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Abstract Web Applications have become an omnipresent part of our daily lives. They are
easy to use, but hard to develop. WYSIWYG editors, form builders, mashup editors, and
markup authoring tools ease the development of Web Applications. However, more advanced
Web Applications require servers-side programming, which is beyond the skills of end-user
developers. In this paper, we discuss how declarative languages can simplify Web Application
development and empower end-users as Web developers. We first identify nine end-user Web
Application development levels ranging from simple visual customization to advanced threetier programming. Then, we propose expanding the presentation tier to support all aspects of
Web Application development. We introduce a unified XForms-based framework—called
XFormsDB—that supports both client-side and server-side Web Application development.
Furthermore, we make a language extension proposal—called XFormsRTC—for adding true
real-time communication capabilities to XForms. We also present XFormsDB Integrated
Development Environment (XIDE), which assists end-users in authoring highly interactive
data-driven Web Applications. XIDE supports all Web Application development levels and,
especially, promotes the transition from markup authoring and snippet programming to single
and unified language programming.
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1 Introduction
Highly interactive data-driven Web Applications—abbreviated to Web Applications in the following—are usually based on the so-called three-tier architecture [2]. The presentation tier (i.e., user
interface) is defined using HTML and CSS languages, and complemented with numerous
JavaScript embeddings for client-side application logic. The logic tier (i.e., server-side application
logic) is based either on an object-oriented (e.g., Java or Ruby) or scripting (e.g., PHP) language
and uses HTML, XML, or JSON formats for client–server communication. Finally, the data tier
(i.e., application data) uses either an Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) library or SQL statements
for data management.
Typically, Web Applications contain both imperative (e.g., Java and JavaScript) and declarative (e.g., HTML, CSS, and SQL) components. Thus, Web developers have to master several
programming languages and face their conceptual differences [39]. A common solution is to
assign tier-specific professionals (i.e., Web designers, software engineers, and database experts) to
develop each tier.
On the other hand, end-users also participate in Web development. Without professional help,
they create and edit Web Applications that assist them in their daily life activities [11]. The scope
of their applications is wide—end-users write in forums and wikis, create mashups and surveys,
edit media rich blog pages, create basic HTML pages, etc. In the following, the term end-user
developers refers to non-professionals, who do some Web development to support their professional or leisure activities.
End-user developers often use dedicated visual tools, such as survey builders, mashup
editors, or component-based tools [23] to create Web Applications. Unfortunately, these visual
tools have their limitations. While professional tools are more expressive, they require more
extensive knowledge of different programming languages, technologies, and paradigms. Thus,
end-user developers face the complexities of professional Web Application development
described above.
In this paper, we aim to bridge the gap between end-user and professional Web
Application development. We focus on end-users who need to move forward from
markup authoring and snippet programming. First, we analyze how Web Application
development complicates when proceeding from end-user to professional Web development. At the same time, we identify the core learning barriers. Then, we discuss how
end-users can leverage their existing Web development skills to overcome these learning
barriers.
According to a recent review [54], there is a lack of support for complete Web
Application development: server-side and client-side application logic, client–server
communication, and interaction. Another recent survey [10] shows that research
focuses on either model-driven design or implementation issues—a distinct gap exists
between them. In this paper, we propose that a single, declarative model is used both
on the client-side (i.e., presentation tier) and server-side (i.e., logic and data tiers);
including client–server communication and interaction. Declarative approach is beneficial, since end-user developers often have some experience in using declarative
languages. In addition, the application security improves as, in general, each technology is one more compromise to the overall application security.
Our contributions This paper discusses declarative Web Application development. Our specific
contributions related to framework, IDE, and minor/other contributions are as follows:
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Nine-level classification of end-user Web Application development activities with a special
focus on advanced Web development (minor)
Presentation-centric architectural approach based on W3C-standardized declarative languages for unifying Web Application development (framework)
Set of requirements for extending a presentation-centric declarative language with common server-side and database-related functionality; including real-time communication
capabilities (framework)
Language extension (XFormsDB) for turning XForms [5] into a comprehensive Web
Application development language (framework)
Language extension (XFormsRTC) for adding real-time communication capabilities to
XForms (framework)
Web framework (XFormsDB) implementing XForms and the XFormsDB language extension for declarative Web Application development (framework)
Web-based visual authoring tool (XIDE) for the XFormsDB framework to assist lowerlevel end-user developers in Web Application development (IDE)
Evaluation of the XFormsDB framework and the XIDE authoring tool (framework and
IDE)

This paper is organized as follows. Next, Section 2 presents related work. Then, Section 3
discusses altogether nine end-user development levels. After that, Section 4 describes how the
presentation tier can be expanded to cover all aspects of Web Application development.
Section 5 defines requirements to extend XForms with common server-side and databaserelated functionality, including Real-Time Communication (RTC) capabilities. Then, Section 6
describes the proposed XFormsDB and XFormsRTC language extensions, while Section 7
discusses practical implementation issues. Next, Section 8 introduces the XIDE editor: a visual
tool for end-user Web Application development. Then, Section 9 presents evaluation of both
the XFormsDB framework and the XIDE editor. Finally, Section 10 contains conclusions.

2 Related work
In this Section, we present related work. Based on two recent surveys [10, 54], we identify
WebML-RIA [7, 15] as being closest to XFormsDB, and thus provide a thorough comparison
between these two approaches. Finally, we discuss the differences between declarative and
imperative Web Application development.
2.1 Rich internet applications
According to Toffetti et al. [54] Rich Internet Application (RIA) development approaches can
be divided into Code-based, Framework-based, and Model-driven methodologies. In the first
approach, developers code directly using technology-specific programming languages. Frameworks contain more advanced libraries and code-generation tools. However, frameworks
typically focus on client-side, and thus lack support for complete application development.
Model-driven methodologies are more comprehensive and rely on automatic code-generation.
However, model-driven methodologies usually have difficulties in expressing advanced RIA
features.
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Toffetti et al. [54] compare the different development approaches based on their technology,
language, and process-related features. We evaluated our XFormsDB framework using the
same criteria. The closest Framework-based methodologies are AJAX [16] libraries, AJAX
code-generators, OpenLazzlo (http://www.openlaszlo.org/), and Adobe Flex,1 while the closest
Model-driven methodologies are WebML-RIA [7, 15], UsiXML [36], and OOWS for RIA
[55].
Model-driven methodologies are typically declarative as XFormsDB. However, most
model-driven methodologies focus on modelling the presentation and behavioral issues at
client side. Only WebML-RIA [7, 15] models also data issues as XFormsDB. Most modeldriven methodologies also rely on back-to-front development process. XFormsDB is based on
more user-centered design as UsixML [36] and OOWS for RIA [55].
2.2 WebML-RIA
WebML-RIA [7, 15] models are composed of four sub models: domain, hypertext, dynamic,
and presentation. XForms is based on conventional Model-View-Controller architecture,
whose parts resemble WebML-RIA’s domain, presentation, and dynamic models. However,
there are major differences. In WebML-RIA, domain data model is expressed either as entityrelationships diagrams or semantic representations (e.g., RDF or OWL), while XForms uses
XML Schemas. In essence, both WebML-RIA dynamic model and XForms controller describe
how events are handled inside the Web Application. The XFormsRTC extends client–server
communication with bidirectional real-time support. In WebML-RIA, hypertext model defines
the composition and navigation of the user interface (UI), while the overlaying presentation
model describes the look and feel of the UI. In XForms, the view defines the structure of the
form. However, the UI is always embedded in a host language, such as XHTML. The host
language defines the UI and navigation. Thus, the division is a bit different than in WebML-RIA.
WebML-RIA and XFormsDB have also implementation differences. The WebML-RIA
IDE has been implemented using the WebRatio tool, while XFormsDB has its own Web-based
IDE, XIDE. The WebML-RIA server-side implementation is also based on WebRatio and its
Apache Struts2 framework and Hibernate persistence layer. XFormsDB server-side implementation is based on our XFormsDB processor and Orbeon Forms XForms processor. The
WebML-RIA client runtime environment is OpenLazzlo, while XFormsDB uses (X)HTML+
CSS+JavaScript.
2.3 Declarative vs. imperative web application development
AJAX libraries, such as Dojo (http://dojotoolkit.org/) and jQuery (http://jquery.com/), are
imperative technologies, while XFormsDB is declarative. AJAX libraries typically use only
declarative UIs based on HTML. AJAX code-generators are even more imperative. OpenLazzlo
has also declarative UI, but is otherwise imperative. Same applies to Adobe Flex, which is based
on ActionScript rather than JavaScript.
Kuuskeri and Mikkonen [26] introduced a JavaScript-based middleware platform, extending the JavaScript language with server-side functionality. As in our approach, this proposed
Web development model used only one client-side language. The two approaches differ on the
conceptual level: while Kuuskeri and Mikkonen [26] presented server-side extensions to
imperative JavaScript, we expanded the scope of declarative XForms.

1

Currently known as Apache Flex (http://flex.apache.org/).
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In [28], we evaluated three frameworks in detail, each representing the Web tier-expansion
approach: our declarative XFormsDB, imperative Google Web toolkit (GWT)2, and declarative
Sausalito3 [22], which expand the presentation, logic, and data tiers, respectively. The logiccentric imperative GWT is most mature and powerful of the three frameworks. It has the best
documentation and tools support and the most active development community. While the datacentric declarative Sausalito (with the declarative XQuery as a base language) provides the
best scalability support, the presentation-centric declarative XFormsDB is an attractive solution for end-user developers familiar with declarative markup languages.
Using single language on all three tiers reduces the number of technologies involved and
can unify the Web development process [28]. According to Schmitz [52], declarative languages (e.g., (X)HTML) have several advantages over imperative languages (e.g., Java).
Especially, declarative languages are more accessible to end-user developers (i.e., non-programmers). Moreover, end-user developers are more familiar with declarative, W3Cstandardized (X)HTML and CSS than server-side aspects of Web Application development.
Thus, they benefit from a client-side language that has been extended with server-side
functionality.
To justify the choice of our client-side programming language, we followed a recent survey
[44], in which five XML-based client-side languages—including HTML5 [18] and XForms—
were evaluated. According to the study, the XForms language is best suited for data-intensive
applications and applications with accessibility requirements. The XForms language also
provides a rich declarative use of client-side data and can easily define interdependencies
between the data and user interface.

3 End-user web application development
In practice, all the tools and frameworks discussed in the previous section are intended for
professional developers. To understand better end-user developers’ requirements, we analyze
the evolution of Web Application development from Web surfing to professional Web
development. The analysis is based on a survey of the literature and existing tools. More
precisely, we expand end-user development classification described in [11]. In [32], we defined
six levels of end-user Web Application development between Web surfing and professional
development. In this paper, we focus especially on advanced Web Application development,
and thus we deconstruct the two most advanced levels into five new levels of programming
activities.
As depicted in Figure 1, we identify nine Web Application development levels. Far left is
Web surfing, i.e., no Web development. Far right is professional Web Application development. Each level in between defines both the activities a user is able to perform and
corresponding skills he/she needs to possess.
L1 Customizing components: End-users adjust existing Web Applications by setting
values to parameters, such as adjusting colors of a personal blog page.
L2 WYSIWYG editing: End-users develop static Web pages or targeted applications
(e.g., surveys) in What You See Is What You Get (WYSIWYG) editors. Example tools
are Google Sites (http://sites.google.com/), JotForm (http://www.jotform.com/), and
Orbeon Form Builder (http://www.orbeon.com/).
2
3

Currently known as GWT (http://www.gwtproject.org/).
Currently known as 28.io - Virtual Databases (http://www.28.io/).
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Figure 1 Levels of Web Application development

L3 Visual editing: End-users create Web Applications visually by adding, customizing,
and connecting components [46]. Common examples are mashup editors, such as Yahoo!
Pipes (http://pipes.yahoo.com/pipes/) and DashMash [9], and component-based editors,
such as EzWeb/FAST [33, 56]. Visual editing is possible without programming skills and
syntax knowledge. However, end-users often need to understand the tool’s programming
paradigm and application-creation logic.
L4 Markup authoring: End-users contribute to wikis and write rich-text posts to blogs
using plain markup languages. This is a code editing activity; however, the markup
languages are often simplified. Nevertheless, end-users learn the basics of declarative
programming. For example, Wikipedia authors use an internal markup language to add
their contributions to articles.
L5 Snippet programming: End-users copy-paste or manually edit existing source code
[8]. For example, Adobe Dreamweaver (http://www.adobe.com/products/dreamweaver.html)
allows end-users first to create a Web page visually in a drag-n-drop editor and then
manually edit the auto-generated source code. However, end-users find switching the
views between visual and source code editors difficult [42]. With WordPress (http://
wordpress.org/) end-users can create Web Applications using predefined templates and
widgets implemented in PHP, which is rarely known among the end-users at the skill level
5. In addition, end-users need to know WordPress’ internal architecture and API before
they can do even minor changes to widgets. Click [47] allows end-users to create Web
Applications using component-based approach. The tool provides several layers of
modification complexity, starting from customizing templates to modifying and extending
the component framework and editing PHP code.
L6 Single language programming: End-users have a sufficient knowledge of a single
programming language and they are able to develop a piece of functionality from scratch.
However, they are unaware of other programming languages and paradigms, so they can
only apply their knowledge on one tier, either for creating a static user interface,
developing the server-side part of application logic, or managing data. For example, an
end-user might know (X)HTML to create a static user interface. In order to create a fully
interactive data-driven Web Application, end-users need to rely on other developers or tools.
L7 Unified language programming: End-users have sufficient knowledge of a single
programming language or technology, which can be used to create all necessary components of a Web Application. In addition, end-users are able to manage the communication between the components. When a single programming language is used on all three
tiers, end-users often use special toolkits or frameworks, which process the source code
and translate it to low-level, tier-specific languages. For example, GWT allows the
creation of entire Web Application using only Java language. In compilation phase,
GWT automatically converts the Java source code to JavaScript and a database language.
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L8 Multiple language programming: End-users know several complementary languages and can combine them. The main difference to the level 7 is that end-users need
to master and integrate several languages together. However, the languages utilize the
same paradigm (i.e., declarative or imperative), which makes it less demanding for endusers to combine them. For example, eXist-db (http://exist-db.org/) [38] combines two
declarative languages (i.e., XForms [5] and XQuery [4]) to support the creation of Web
Applications.
L9 Multiple language and paradigm programming: End-users are almost professional
programmers. They know how to combine several complementary technologies to
construct an interactive client–server Web Application. At the level 9, the main challenge
is that technologies can be declarative, imperative, or even multi-paradigm. Therefore,
end-users need to understand both paradigms and master the communication between
different parts of a Web Application.
Currently, professional Web Application development takes place between the levels 6 and
9. Usually, a professional Web developer masters at least one programming or unified
programming language, while a development team can handle multiple programming languages and paradigms necessary to implement the entire Web Application.
Although end-users are less advanced than professional developers, they can learn new
skills. Their main motivation is to improve the current or new application’s functionality,
which requires higher-level skills and tools. As the analysis shows, the lower-level tools
presuppose only basic Web Application usage skills. However, the tools restrict the scope of
developed Web Applications. As end-users move to the right, they can create more versatile
Web Applications, but they must master more advanced skills.
The critical transition happens between the levels 4 and 6, where end-users have to learn a
programming language. However, a declarative language can lower this barrier [52]. The key
ingredient is the markup language that the level 4 end-users learn at least partially. Since
declarative languages—such as (X)HTML and XML—look familiar, they can do some code
editing based on their existing knowledge. However, currently pure HTML supports only the
creation of static Web pages. The level 5 and 6 end-users have limited programming skills, and
thus they usually face difficulties in imperative server-side development.
On the levels 7 and 8, a unified programming model can be based on either server-side or
client-side concepts. For example, GWT realizes the server-side approach using a generalpurpose programming language (i.e., object-oriented imperative Java) to author both the
server-side application logic and Web Application user interface. However, the user interface
design and implementation almost always requires human involvement and judgment. Thus,
we consider a full Web Application development cycle—based on a client-side programming
language—as a more compelling alternative. The client-side approach is particularly feasible,
since—unlike user interface and interaction behavior—most server-side functionalities can be
covered by generic components. In addition lower-level end-user developers are more familiar
with declarative languages.

4 Expanding the presentation tier
In this paper, we target end-user developers who author Web content, but possess limited
programming skills to develop entire Web Applications on their own. As we analyzed in the
previous section, many users reach the level 4, in which they learn the basics of declarative
languages. Thus, a declarative markup language meets the requirements of the client-side Web
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programming model. We propose to use XForms [5], which is an XML-based Web user
interface language designed to tackle the most common problems found in HTML forms. In
addition, XForms removes the dependency on imperative scripting languages, such as
JavaScript. Thus, when used in conjunction with XHTML, it becomes possible to author
dynamic Web user interfaces (i.e., presentation tier with client-side application logic) without
JavaScript.
This architectural change to fully declarative user interfaces simplifies the development
process. However, end-user developers still have to face significant architectural hurdles, as
depicted in Figure 2a. In conventional XForms-based Web Applications, the server-side application logic is implemented using an object-oriented imperative language, such as Java, Ruby, or
PHP. The client and the server communicate using declarative formats (e.g., XML or JSON4) and
asynchronous submissions over HTTP(S). On the lowest application tier (i.e., data tier), either
declarative SQL statements or an ORM library manage data stored in a relational database.
The above-mentioned development processes requires tier-specific experts, because the
programming languages, programming paradigms, and data models differ on each tier. In
addition, the manual partitioning of a Web Application between the client (i.e., presentation
tier) and the server (i.e., logic and data tiers) complicates the development process. [26, 57]
From a developer’s point of view, one way to simplify the Web Application development
even further is to expand the presentation tier to cover all three tiers. This presentation-centric
architectural expansion allows the use of XForms—as well as the XML data model—as the
only programming language and paradigm throughout the entire Web Application. In addition,
it removes the need for using a separate data-binding framework, such as WebSoDa [17].
Figure 2b depicts this presentation-centric architectural approach for extending XForms with
common server-side and database-related functionality.
Currently, only experimental browsers such as X-Smiles (http://www.xsmiles.org/) [20]
natively support XForms. Fortunately, several solutions5—from browser plug-ins and clientside XSLT transformations to Ajax-based server-side transformations—allow XForms to be
used in all modern Web browsers. Our XFormsDB framework includes Orbeon Forms
XForms processor, which automatically converts XForms documents into cross-browser
(X)HTML+CSS+JavaScript documents. In addition, business logic is handled by generic server
side XFormsDB processor (cf. Section 7).

5 XForms as a unified end-user web application development language
XForms [5]—a W3C recommendation since October 2003—is an XML-based client-side
forms technology. In contrast to conventional HTML forms, XForms cleanly separates the
presentation (i.e., XForms User Interface) from the logic (i.e., XForms Model) and data (i.e.,
Instance Data) with its internal Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture [25].
Our objective is to extend the presentation-centric XForms language with common serverside and database-related functionality, as described in Section 4. In addition, we extend
XForms with two-way, full-duplex, true RTC capabilities. These language extensions support
transition from the level 6 to the level 7, and thus enable end-user developers to develop entire
Web Applications on their own. In addition, development and maintenance of Web Applications becomes easier as authoring is done using only markup languages. Because most of
4

JSON support is planned for XForms 2.0 [6].
List of XForms implementations is available at http://www.w3.org/community/xformsusers/wiki/XForms_
Implementations.
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Figure 2 (a) The conventional three-tier Web Application architecture using XForms and its (b) presentationcentric architectural expansion [29]

common server-side functionality relates to data management, a seamless integration of a
standardized query language with the XForms markup language is also important. However,
enterprise-level Web Applications are beyond our scope, since we focus on end-user developers, who do not require complex application logic.
Kaufmann and Kossmann [22] listed general requirements for Web Applications that cover
all three tiers of a Web Application; including communication requirements. From their list,
only four requirements fall within the scope of this paper (cf. R1.1-4 below). In addition, we
include three additional general requirements (cf. R1.5-7).
R1.1 Persistence and database: A uniform API for connecting to different types of data
sources must be provided. In addition, a standardized, declarative query language applicable across all data sources viewable as XML must be supported.
R1.2 Error handling: A method for notifying the client about errors occurred while
processing a requested server-side command must be provided.
R1.3 Session management and security: Managing sessions between a client and a
server must be supported regardless of the browser used or its settings. In addition,
documents sent to the client must neither expose nor allow unauthorized altering of
sensitive information.
R1.4 Modules to facilitate recurring tasks: A method to facilitate modularity and reuse
of ready-made components (e.g., user interface parts and queries) in Web Applications
must be supported.
R1.5 State maintenance: A method to maintain the state in Web Applications—especially, a mechanism for passing state information (e.g., in the XML format) between
documents—must be supported.
R1.6 Authentication, authorization, and access control: A simple way to authenticate
users and to handle common access control tasks must be provided.
R1.7 Real-time communication: A uniform API for communicating with different types
of RTC servers must be provided.
Furthermore, we define two specific requirements for the language extensions (cf. R2.1-2).
R2.1 Similar syntax and processing model: The syntax and processing model of a
language extension must be similar to its base language.
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R2.2 Extensible architecture: The architecture of a language extension must provide a
method to define new features (e.g., server-side commands) in the language extension
while retaining the same processing model.
We want to empower end-user developers below the skill level 9 to create Web Applications. We pursue a smooth transition from the levels 4 and 5 to the levels 6 and 7. To support
this transition, we need an IDE, and thus we also define IDE requirements (cf. R3.1-4).
R3.1 Unified background technology: End-user developers face problems, when they
have to learn new or combine different technologies. Thus, the background technology
must be unified and based on markup languages. Using fewer technologies—or even one
markup language—simplifies development of Web Applications [28].
R3.2 Same background technology: Source code editing includes both application and
component source code editing. Common background technology removes additional
learning barriers. In addition, end-user developers can use existing components as
examples of what can be achieved with the technology [42].
R3.3 Transparent background technology: Component and application architecture
must be transparent. Component editing and deployment has to be self-explanatory. Thus,
internal libraries and complex architectures are undesirable.
R3.4 Smooth transition: The transition from visual editing to source code editing must
be smooth. Level 5 and 6 tools must, for example, assist in code editing, give immediate
feedback, have fully functional preview, and highlight the link between the source code
and the preview.

6 XForms language extensions
Conventional HTML forms offer limited extensibility options, whereas XForms has been
explicitly designed from the start with extensibility in mind. The different options
available for extending XForms include [12]: 1) script, 2) new data types and libraries,
3) XPath [3] extension functions, 4) new form controls, 5) XForms Actions, 6) custom
events, and 7) new serialization formats.
However, certain XForms extension options do not work in browsers, which have
either native or plug-in based XForms support, because they require end-users to update
the browser’s XForms client (i.e., an XForms processor). XForms also allows foreign
attributes in all XForms elements. Foreign elements from any namespace other than
XForms, however, can only be used when defined within the extension element or in a
host language.
In this section, we describe two XForms extensions: XFormsDB and XFormsRTC.
The former addresses the requirements R1.1-6, while the latter focuses on the requirement R1.7; both fulfill the requirements R2.1-2.
6.1 XFormsDB
XFormsDB specifies common server-side and database-related functionalities that turn
XForms into a comprehensive Web programming language. It fulfills the requirements
R1.1-6, as discussed in the following code examples. On the other hand, XFormsRTC
complements XForms’ HTTP-based communication with two-way, full-duplex, true RTC
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capabilities. Thus, XFormsRTC fulfills the requirement R1.7. Both language extensions
support requirements R2.1-2 and are mainly targeted at the level 6 end-user developers
and allow them to develop and maintain entire Web Applications on their own.
In the following, we use a simple blog application as an example. The XFormsDB
Blog application provides basic functionalities for consuming and publishing
content, such as news, thoughts, comments, and experiences. The application
(http://testbed.tml.hut.fi/blog/) and its source code are both publicly available
(cf. Section 7).
Blog users can read published posts and related comments, leave their own comments,
and browse through archives. In addition, administrators can manage published posts and
comments. The user interface (cf. Figure 3) looks and feels like any other modern Web
Application, i.e., it gives a fast response to user input and remains responsive while
submitted requests are being processed on the server side. Next, we provide a high-level
description of the XFormsDB server-side language extension used in the application,
along with the XFormsRTC language extension, proposed in this paper.
Server-side requests are commands submitted to and securely executed on the server
side. They are defined within a new xformsdb:instance element, which acts as a wrapper

Figure 3 A screenshot image showing the XFormsDB Blog administration user interface
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for all server-side requests. This enables adding new commands to the language without
requiring any changes to the request-processing model. Currently, the language extension
includes definitions for the following server-side commands: 1) maintaining state information, 2) logging users in and out, 3) retrieving information about a currently logged-in
user, 4) executing queries against data sources, 5) managing files, and 6) checking the
browser support for cookies.
Listing 1 shows an example of a query command for retrieving comments of a
selected blog post (cf. R1.1). The parameterized query expression is written in XPath
[3], whose source code is defined in an external resource (cf. line 3).
1:
2:

<xformsdb:instance id=“select-and-update-comments-reqinstance”>
<xformsdb:query datasrc=“exist-db” doc=“blog.xml”>

3:

<xformsdb:expression resource=“../xpath/select_and_update_comments.xpath” />

4:

<xformsdb:xmlns prefix=“xformsdb” uri=“http://www.tml.tkk.fi/2007/xformsdb” />

5:
6:
7:

<xformsdb:var name=“postid” />
</xformsdb:query>
</xformsdb:instance>

Listing 1 Definition of a query command
The new xformsdb:submission element submits server-side requests. As in standard
XForms submissions, server-side requests can also be submitted multiple times and at
any point in a form’s lifetime (cf. R1.5). Listing 2 demonstrates the submission of the
aforementioned query command. The standard XForms send action triggers the
submission.
1:

<xformsdb:submission id=“select-comments-sub” replace=“instance”

2:

instance=“comments-instance” requestinstance=“select-and-update-comments-reqinstance”

3:

expressiontype=“select”>

4:

<xforms:action ev:event=“xforms-submit”>

5:

…

6:

</xforms:action>

7:

<xforms:action ev:event=“xforms-submit-done”>

8:

…

9:

</xforms:action>

10:

<xforms:action ev:event=“xformsdb-request-error”>

11:
12:
13:

…
</xforms:action>
</xformsdb:submission>

Listing 2 Definition of a query command submission
XForms includes events (e.g., xforms-ready and xforms-submit-done), which standard
event handlers (XForms Actions) catch using XML Events. Custom events are also
possible. XFormsDB includes a new xformsdb-request-error event, which indicates a
failure in a server-side request submission and/or execution process (cf. R1.2). Listing 3
shows the actions to be done in case a server-side error occurs while executing the
aforementioned query command submission.
1:

<xforms:action ev:event=“xformsdb-request-error”>

2:

<xforms:toggle case=“off-progress-animation” />

3:

<xforms:toggle case=“select-comments-sub-error-message” />

4:

</xforms:action>
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Listing 3 The xformsdb-request-error event represents server-side errors
Standard XForms lacks a secure mechanism for controlling user access to certain
portions of a document. We have extended XForms to include a role-based authorization system (cf. R1.3 and R1.6). The system contains:
1. A new element, xformsdb:secview, to control user access within a document.
2. Server-side requests for logging users in and out as well as retrieving information about a
currently logged-in user.
3. A realm XML document representing a “database” of usernames, passwords, and roles
assigned to those users.
Listing 4 shows how users with roles other than admin are redirected to the login
Web page (cf. lines 1–5), whereas admin users can access the contents between the
lines 6–8.
1:
2:

<xformsdb:secview>
<xforms:model>

3:

<xforms:load resource=“../login.xformsdb” ev:event=“xforms-ready” />

4:

</xforms:model>

5:

</xformsdb:secview>

6:

<xformsdb:secview roles=“admin”>

7:
8:

…
</xformsdb:secview>

Listing 4 The xformsdb:secview element implements a role-based authorization
The new xformsdb:include element provides a recursive inclusion mechanism,
which facilitates modularity (cf. R1.4). This element allows the construction of large
XML documents from several well-formed XML documents. Compared to XInclude
[35], the xformsdb:include element is simpler. In addition, its processing model is in
line with the other new XFormsDB elements. In the demo application, the
xformsdb:include element could be used to include common metadata information within
the head section on all Web pages (cf. Listing 5).
1:

<xformsdb:include resource=“../xinc/meta.xinc” />

Listing 5 The xformsdb:include element supports code reuse
6.2 XFormsRTC
In standard XForms, the communication between a client and a server is typically
asynchronous over HTTP(S). Since HTTP is a request-response protocol, the client
always needs to initiate the communication with the server. However, there are
different ways to emulate server push over HTTP. The simplest way is to poll the
server at constant time intervals, but this generates lots of unnecessary network traffic.
More efficient approach is to use so-called long-polling (a common implementation of
Comet [48]). Long-polling delays the completion of an HTTP response until either
next update becomes available or the connection times out.
The left-hand side column of Listing 6 shows how two-way communication—including support for server push updates through long-polling—can be realized in Web
Applications using standard XForms. First, two separate xforms:submission elements
need to be defined, one for each direction of communication. Sending data to the server
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happens normally using the xforms:send element, which initiates the submission
process.

Listing 6 A comparison between standard XForms (left) and the XFormsRTC language
extension proposal (right) for two-way communication. XForms can only emulate RTC using
two different connections and a polling-based technique, whereas XFormsRTC provides twoway, full-duplex, true RTC capabilities over a single connection
Reception of server push updates requires the initiation of another submission process;
identified by the id receive-sub. Whenever new data becomes available from the server or the
connection is timed out, the xforms-submit-done event is dispatched and the event (i.e.,
received data) gets handled within the appropriate event handler. At the end of the event
handler, the long-polling submission process is restarted to continue receiving further updates
from the server. As the example shows, realizing two-way communication using standard
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XForms is non-optimal. It requires two separate submissions and re-purposes HTTP to
emulate server push. Also, the syntax is complex and unintuitive to use. Therefore, an
alternative approach—e.g., similar to WebSocket [14, 19] but with a declarative API—is
needed to add easy to use, two-way, full-duplex, true RTC capabilities to XForms.
The right-hand side column of Listing 6 presents our language extension proposal called
XFormsRTC. XFormsRTC complements XForms’ HTTP-based communication with twoway, full-duplex, true RTC capabilities. It uses a single xformsrtc:connection element to define
a long-lived, two-way, full-duplex connection between a client and a server. The connection
can be opened and closed (cf. the connect and disconnect methods) multiple times and at any
point in a form’s lifetime. Otherwise, the syntax and functionality of the element is essentially
similar to the standard xforms:submission element, which makes it simple and intuitive for
end-user developers to adopt. XFormsRTC also introduces four new events: 1) xformsrtcconnection-connect, 2) xformsrtc-connection-disconnect, 3) xformsrtc-connection-data, and 4)
xformsrtc-connection-error. They are dispatched to indicate changes in connection state or
upon receiving server push updates.
XFormsRTC supports different types of RTC servers including Comet and WebSocket. The
URI scheme of the xformsrtc:connection element’s resource attribute defines the communication protocol. Thus, an XFormsRTC client can send and receive data to/from an RTC server
over HTTP or WebSocket. Furthermore, it is possible to use special application-level protocols, such as XMPP [49–51]; defined by the optional subprotocol attribute. Indeed, Pohja [45]
proposes that HTTP communication should be complemented with XMPP in order to meet the
communication requirements of modern Web Applications. This, of course, requires that the
RTC server supports either an HTTP binding for XMPP (BOSH) [43] or a WebSocket binding
for XMPP [53], which is still in draft form.

7 XFormsDB implementation
The XFormsDB Blog application presented above was developed using a framework
called XFormsDB [27, 29]. The XFormsDB framework is an open source project (http://
mediatech.aalto.fi/publications/webservices/xformsdb/). The framework is implemented
in pure Java, and includes an XFormsDB processor supporting the above-described
XFormsDB server-side language extension.
7.1 XFormsDB framework
The XFormsDB framework is a generic platform for developing and hosting Web
Applications based on the XForms markup language and our server-side extensions
introduced in the previous section. The framework uses a set of third-party software
and libraries, such as 1) Apache Tomcat (http://tomcat.apache.org/) HTTP Web server, 2)
eXist-db (http://exist-db.org/) native XML database (NXD) [38], and 3) Orbeon Forms
(http://www.orbeon.com/) Ajax-based server-side XForms processor.
Figure 4 depicts the high-level architecture of the XFormsDB framework. At the logic
tier, a generic software component called XFormsDB Processor replaces the custom
server-side software used in conventional XForms-based Web Applications. Thus, all
application development happens on the client side using Extended XHTML+XForms
Documents. The server also includes an Ajax-based XForms Processor (i.e., Orbeon
Forms), which transforms requested documents into cross-browser (X)HTML+CSS+
JavaScript or plain (X)HTML + CSS, depending on the configuration. The
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Figure 4 The high-level architecture of the XFormsDB framework

communication between the client and the server happens asynchronously over
HTTP(S). Thus, normal browsers can be used as runtime environments. Currently, the
framework supports only XML-based data sources, i.e., XML documents and eXist-db.
However, support for Other Data Sources (e.g., relational databases) can be easily added
with suitable middleware, such as DataDirect XQuery (http://www.progress.com/
products/data-integration-suite/xquery/xquery-product-architecture/).
7.2 XFormsDB processor
The XFormsDB processor is a generic software component that supports our XFormsDB
server-side language extension. The processor’s responsibilities include: 1) handling
requests and writing responses, 2) transforming extended XHTML+XForms documents,
3) managing sessions, 4) performing synchronized updates, and 5) providing integration
services to heterogeneous data sources. Each of these responsibilities is carried out by a
separate component.
When a client makes an HTTP(S) request to the server, the request first reaches the
XFormsDB processor and is handled by its front controller, XFormsDB Servlet. The
front controller extracts relevant request information and redirects the request to an
appropriate request handler. Then, XFormsDB Transformer processes the document as follows:
1. Parse the document and identify server-side extension elements.
2. Incorporate all external documents into the main document (cf. xformsdb:include).
3. Filter out those parts to which the user does not have access rights (cf. xformsdb:secview).
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4. Identify and collect information about other relevant elements (e.g., xformsdb:instance,
xformsdb:query, and xformsdb:submission).
5. Store the information found in the previous step into the session (XFormsDB Managers).
6. Transform the document—including the server-side extension elements—into XHTML+
XForms 1.1 compliant markup, in which the definitions of server-side commands containing sensitive information have been substituted with opaque reference IDs for security
reasons. During the transformation process, certain utility instances (e.g., an Instance Data
containing HTTP request headers) are automatically added to the document.
7. Return the transformed document.
Before returning the transformed document to the client, the document goes through
another transformation process (cf. Orbeon Forms) that transforms the document into a format
viewable by the requesting client.
Also asynchronous form submissions over HTTP(S) go through the front controller
(XFormsDB Servlet). The front controller extracts relevant request information and forwards
the request to an appropriate request handler based on the submitted command. When a query
command submission occurs, the original query expression is fetched from the session
(XFormsDB Managers) using the opaque reference ID and executed against the underlying
data source (XML Document and eXist-db Adapters). For update query command submissions,
the XFormsDB processor provides a simple and elegant XPath-based solution for performing
synchronized updates, which the 3DM XML 3-Way Merger component [30] performs. Finally,
a response XML is composed and returned to the client.
7.3 Extensibility and limitations
The XFormsDB framework supports extensibility on all three Web Application tiers. On the
presentation tier, JavaScript enhances animations, interactivity, and client-side application
logic. In addition, eXist-db’s XQuery extension functions (http://exist-db.org/exist/apps/
fundocs/browse.html?extensions=true) augment the server-side application logic. Also, more
expressive XQuery [4] overcomes XPath’s limitations, such as lack of grouping, sorting, and
cross-document joins. The XFormsDB framework also provides an elegant way to define new
server-side requests to the language extension. For validating the structures and data types of
transmitted XML documents, the same XML Schema [13] can be used both on the client and
the server. These extension methods make XFormsDB fully compatible with the XRX
(XForms/REST/XQuery) architecture [37], and thus makes it a viable option over the conventional three-tier Web Applications architecture [40].
Unfortunately, each of the aforementioned methods require developers to a learn a new
technology before use. In addition, the XFormsDB framework assumes knowledge of W3Cstandardized XForms and the syntax of our extension, which may be a barrier for lower-level
end-user developers. Therefore, to widen the group of potential end-user developers utilizing
the platform, an end-user dedicated IDE with special assistance features (e.g., syntax highlight
and component-based development) is required.

8 XFormsDB integrated development environment
The XFormsDB IDE (XIDE) (http://mediatech.aalto.fi/publications/webservices/xide/) is a visual
end-user tool that assists lower-level end-user developers in Web Applications development
[31]. XIDE supports multiple Web Application development levels (cf. Figure 1). It
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gently leads level 4 end-user developers to the upper levels 5–7 without introducing major
learning barriers.
XIDE has four development views: 1) getting started, 2) list of applications, 3) application
management, and 4) page editing. Each view contains information and functionality related to
the activity at hand. Extending the approach of [34], XIDE provides several levels of
modification, such as customization of components, visual manipulation, page source code
modification, and component source code modification. In addition, end-user developers can
leverage XFormsDB skills they have gained, when they try more complex tasks.
XIDE combines three approaches to achieve this goal, as depicted in Figure 5. First, it helps
end-user developers to leverage their existing level 1–4 skills. For example, end-user developers can create Web Applications using predefined, customizable components (level 1). Also,
components and pages have WYSIWYG-like representations (level 2), which reveal their
contents. In addition, visual editor (level 3) allows end-user developers visually add components to the page and connect them. XIDE supports direct manipulation of components, i.e.,
drag-n-drop for adding, managing, and deleting components. Finally, end-user developers can
edit the source code of each component, written in the markup-based language (level 4).
Second, XIDE provides an extensive source code editing functionality. The source code is
written using markup languages, and thus the editing activity belongs to the level 4. The
language is unified, so it allows building Web Applications, including server-side database

Figure 5 Developing the blog application with XIDE. The preview of the login page is shown in the top-left
corner, the components used for building the page are listed on the right, and the source code of the selected
footer component is displayed at the bottom
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functionality. Hence, end-user developers can achieve the tasks from the level 5. Moreover,
end-user developers can incrementally learn the technology and succeed in more advanced
code editing (levels 6 and 7). XIDE provides wizards and intelligent automatic source code
generation for configuring technical issues that can otherwise be complicated for end-user
developers. The built-in text editor supports advanced highlighting and error checking,
including XFormsDB syntax and logical structure. The syntax highlighting focuses end-user
developers’ attention to the most important parts of the source code, such as parameters.
Third, XIDE strives to reveal the connection between visual and source code editing, which
is a challenging issue for end-user developers [24]. XIDE uses multiple coordinative windows
to show one concept from different perspectives or different degrees of abstraction. This allows
end-user developers, for example, to discover the link between a component source code and
its visual output. XIDE also supports design at runtime: changes made to the page or
component source code instantly appear in the design or preview representation.
Developing the blog application with XIDE To demonstrate XIDE’s capabilities, we developed the blog application introduced in Section 6.1 using XIDE (cf. Figure 5). To support
visual component-based development, we created (levels 6 and 7) three reusable components:
header, login form, and footer. For each component, it is possible to define own queries, data
instances, database data, CSS, and resources (e.g., images). In addition, components can be
parameterized to increase their reusability. Moreover, XIDE allows to edit and customize
existing components, which can then be saved as new components (levels 4 and 5). The
content of the components was defined in XHTML, XForms, and XFormsDB.
Then, we developed three pages of the application as end-users would do. For example, the
login page (shown in the preview area), uses all three of the aforementioned components to
construct the Web page. The components were dragged (levels 1–3) into dedicated component
containers, and as a result, XIDE generated bindings between the components and Web pages.
The other two pages were developed using both existing components (levels 4 and 5) and
manual XFormsDB coding (levels 5–7). Finally, the blog application was published online on
the XIDE platform: http://testbed.tml.hut.fi/fakeuser/xideblogdemo/.

9 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the XFormsDB framework and the XIDE visual tool from three
different perspectives. First, we evaluate XFormsDB as a software product. Then, we analyze
different XFormsDB-based Web Applications. Finally, we report the results of XIDE user
tests.
9.1 Software product quality
Software product quality characteristics are part of the ISO/IEC 25010:2011 standard [21].
However, the standard is not specifically designed to evaluate Web Application frameworks,
and thus we include two additional characteristics: time-to-market [41] and support. The latter
includes documentation quality, development community activity, and development tool
availability.
Functional Suitability: XFormsDB’s functionality covers only the most common serverside and database-related tasks, because the framework targets end-user developers whose
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main focus is not on the application’s business logic. Thus, it should be used to develop
small and medium-sized Web Applications instead of enterprise-level applications containing complex business logic (cf. Section 9.2).
Reliability: XFormsDB is an academic project. However, its reliability has been tested on
numerous Web Applications (cf. Section 9.2).
Security: XFormsDB provides built-in and easy-to-use security capabilities for authentication, authorization, and access control (cf. Section 6.1).
Compatibility: XFormsDB can consume data from third-party systems using, for example, Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs. In addition, XFormsDB can expose its
application data through eXist-db’s RESTful API.
Operability: For an end-user with little technical knowledge, XFormsDB is easy to learn
(cf. Section 9.3), because it is based on declarative languages with limited functionality.
The adoption rate of both XForms and XQuery, however, is still quite low, despite being
W3C recommendations.
Performance efficiency: XFormsDB response times are reasonable but not highly
optimized [27]. Moving XFormsDB-based Web Applications to the cloud for a better
scalability requires further study.
Maintainability: XFormsDB relies heavily on declarative W3C standards, which increases code modularity and reusability. In addition, XFormsDB is an open-source
project, so it can be easily modified and extended.
Portability: The XFormsDB development environment comes with executable scripts
and a bundled Web server, which makes it easy to install and uninstall.
Time-to-Market: XFormsDB allows rapid prototyping but requires additional learning
up front.
Support: XFormsDB has a visual development tool XIDE. XFormsDB’s documentation
is good, but it is mostly restricted to scientific publications.

9.2 Applications
The XFormsDB Blog application is analyzed in detail in [27], which contains also an
analysis of a Personal Information Management (PIM) application. In addition, [29]
presents an additional XFormsDB-based application: Project Management.
Åkerberg [1] did a more comprehensive evaluation of XFormsDB application
development. He developed a mobile NFC-based ticketing application without any
previous knowledge on XForms or XFormsDB. The application has three main views:
1) home screen, 2) route screen, and 3) payment screen. The home screen shows the
most often needed travel card information. The route screen displays the current
traveler’s location as well as the nearest public transportation stations and stops.
The payment screen allows loading travel value or period to the customer’s travel
card.
At the time of the development of the mobile ticketing application, XIDE was not
ready, and thus the application was implemented directly using the XFormsDB
framework. The biggest problems arose from the lack of clear instructions and examples
of how certain functionality should be implemented using XForms. Otherwise,
XFormsDB proved to be an efficient platform for the mobile ticketing application.
In addition to the internal XFormsDB database, the application used several external
APIs. The integration of HTTP-based APIs was simple, at least when the returned
data was in the XML format.
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9.3 XIDE evaluation
We conducted a qualitative evaluation of XIDE with nine participants (5 males and 4 females)
[32]. They were 22–31 years old (average age 25 years). The aim of the study was to
investigate whether level 4 end-users could perform level 6 and 7 tasks without facing any
major learning barriers. We recruited the participants from Economics and Computer Science
students. We only accepted level 4 participants: they were active Internet users, had tried to
create a simple Web page using a visual editor, and tried to use some XML-based markup
language. None of the participants studied Web development as a major. None of them had
ever used XIDE, XFormsDB, or XForms.
Each person participated in the study individually and each evaluation took approximately
1.5–2 hours. First, the participants were interviewed individually about their Web Application
development experience. After that, each participant was given a brief introduction to the
XIDE tool. Then, each participant was given a set of tasks, ranging from simple visual
manipulations to direct code editing. An evaluator observed how the participants executed
the tasks and discussed the motivation and decisions made with each participant. At the end,
we performed a closing interview.
Each participant performed ten tasks, which were designed to resemble the transition from
visual editing (level 3) to XFormsDB programming (level 7). First, they used the visual editor
for simple modifications (level 3). Then, they executed the same tasks manually to the source
code (level 4). After that, the participants were asked to modify the page source code (level 5).
Next, they had to do first minor (level 5) and then major modifications to the components
(level 6–7). Finally, the participants had to contribute new components (level 6–7).
We used a think-aloud method to gather data about participants’ performance. Participants
talked about the XIDE interface. They described and explained their actions. An interviewer
was allowed to ask qualifying questions. This allowed us to better understand how participants
perceived the XIDE user interface and tasks. However, performance times of individual tasks
did not provide significant results.
All participants were able to perform all the given tasks. In general, the participants said
they found the XIDE approach promising and would use such tool. They found it useful and
flexible, because it supported different levels of modification. In overall, all nine participants
were able to smoothly transit from the level 4 to the levels 6–7 without facing any major
learning barriers.
The participants widely employed the copy-paste approach. XIDE provided neither vocabulary of available XFormsDB or HTML tags that could have been used nor code completion.
Thus, the only way a novice user could contribute new code was to find the piece of code that
had the same functionality, copy it, and modify it according to the task. In such tasks,
immediate response from the system was highly appreciated. The participants could see what
had changed in the page after his/her modifications to the source code. This also helped them
to understand whether it was the right place to do the modifications.
The source code highlighting was an extremely useful feature. Less important parts—
such as the data model or head part—were displayed in grayscale. Most participants
started looking into them at the very end, and thus concentrated first on more valuable
parts. The participants’ attention was focused on the code part, which—most likely—
contained the needed information. On the other hand, the rest of the code was still
visible, so the participants could check it if needed. All participants named this feature
among the most usable features in XIDE.
The XIDE evaluation provided useful information, but had also some validity limitations. First, the participants progressed from task to task and from level to level. In a
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real-life situation, users might have problems in decomposing a task into smaller steps.
Second, participants were selected from a narrow group of university students who were
about the same age.

10 Conclusions
This paper contains three new contributions: 1) extended nine-level classification of Web
Application development, 2) requirements for real-time communication capabilities in Web
Applications, and 3) new XFormsRTC language extension for client–server communication in
XForms-based Web Applications.
First, we investigated how the complexity of Web Application development increases when
proceeding from traditional end-user development towards conventional three-tier Web Applications development. We defined nine Web Application development levels. The first three
levels are within the reach of most end-user developers: level 1) customizing components,
level 2) WYSIWYG editing, and level 3) visual editing. More advanced end-user developers
master the level 4) markup authoring, and even the level 5) snippet programming. However,
most end-user developers are reluctant to become real programmers. We divided professional
Web development into four levels: level 6) single language programming, level 7) unified
language programming, level 8) multiple language programming, and level 9) multiple
language and paradigm programming. Using this analysis as a basis, we strived to reassess
how to expand the scope of Web Applications mid-level end-user developers can create
without facing major learning challenges.
We based our approach on the level 7) unified language programming. In our proposal, the
presentation tier is expanded to cover all three tiers of a Web Application. This allows end-user
developers not only to leverage their existing skills in user interface development, but also to
implement entire Web Applications using a single declarative language and data model. In the
proposed XFormsDB framework, all application development is done on the client side. We
believe that this helps especially Web designers—usually mid-level end-user developers—to
become advanced Web Application developers. The framework is based on the XForms
markup language and our proposed XFormsDB server-side language extension. We implemented the XFormsDB framework based on the derived requirements, and argued that it could
simplify both the development and maintenance of small and medium-sized Web
Applications.
In addition, we proposed an improvement for the client–server communication in XFormsbased Web Applications. Our proposal—the XFormsRTC language extension—complements
XForms’ HTTP-based communication with two-way, full-duplex, true RTC capabilities. Using
the XFormsRTC uniform API, it is possible to communicate with different types of RTC
servers in a fully declarative manner.
To assist lower-level end-user developers in the development of XFormsDB-based
applications, we described and implemented the XIDE editor: a visual Web Application
development tool supporting all the above-mentioned Web programming activities.
XIDE aims to gently lead end-user developers from the level 4) markup authoring to
the level 5) snippet programming, and even further to the levels 6) single language
programming and 7) unified language programming. The XFormsDB framework and the
XIDE visual authoring tool (together with a number of examples) are available under the
MIT license.
In the future, we plan to improve XFormsDB data access. Moreover, we will introduce a unified querying approach that allows XForms clients to consume heterogeneous
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data on the Web (e.g., JSON data via Web APIs) in a developer friendly and efficient
manner.
Open Access This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License which
permits any use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the source are
credited.
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